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In search of 'circular' plastic stream, CT weighs
minimum recycled content
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With Connecticut consumers to pay higher deposits at checkout for many beverages — refundable for those who recycle them —

manufacturers could be facing penalties in a few year’s time if they do not use a percentage of recycled material in their containers.

On Monday, Gov. Ned Lamont signed a law that could result in new rules mandating the inclusion of recycled materials in products

sold in Connecticut, with the bill passing through the Connecticut General Assembly without a single “nay” vote.

The Connecticut Department of Energy and Environmental Protection has 18 months to craft a plan to implement the policy, in

coordination with other states and private-sector entities like the Northeast Recycling Council.

In June 2021, the Connecticut General Assembly strengthened the state’s bottle bill by doubling the deposit to 10 cents, while commissioning the administration of Gov. Ned Lamont to study the feasibility of
requiring consumer product manufacturers to include a minimum amount of recycled materials in the containers they sell.
Judy Benson / Contributed Photo
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California and New Jersey both have laws that take effect this January for minimum recycled content in plastic bottles and other

containers. California set its threshold at 15 percent for the amount of recycled content manufacturers must include in bottles they

sell. Those failing to do so face a fine of 20 cents for every pound of resin they sell that comes up short of the specification. Bottle

makers must also report the materials that go into their bottles annually.

A DEEP spokesperson did not provide any timeline for next steps or a DEEP staff member to comment, but Katie Dykes addressed

the problem in March during a hearing of the legislative Environment Committee. Dykes described the current system as a “waste

disposal crisis” that she said Connecticut must address now.

“The thing that we can best do to help improve the economics of recycling in the state — and frankly, across the region — is to

enhance the markets ... for making new products out of recycled materials,” Dykes said in March. “To the extent that there’s a better

market that’s valuing those commodities and helping to improve ... prices for recycled material, that is what will really make a

difference.”

Independent momentum

A file photo of Fred Camillo, first selectman of Greenwich, and Jeanine Behr Getz whose advocacy group Bring Your Own Connecticut is helping coordinate municipal efforts statewide to reduce plastic waste.
Tyler Sizemore / Hearst Connecticut Media
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The RecycleCT Foundation is promoting varying initiatives in a push by the state to divert 60 percent of its waste from landfills by

2024. Municipalities hit an unexpected snag starting in 2018, after China began refusing to accept two dozen categories of waste

materials destined to be converted back into raw materials for reuse.

Last December, Urban Mining Industries opened a plant in Beacon Falls that creates a powder from discarded glass that can be used

to reinforce cement.

But the foundation for Connecticut recycling remains shaky, according to Dykes. In addition to chairing the Recycle CT

Foundation, Dykes leads a new entity formed last fall called the Connecticut Coalition for Sustainable Materials Management

alongside Matt Knickerbocker and Laura Francis, first selectmen respectively of Bethel and Durham.

In a December policy paper, CCSMM cited the goal of “keeping materials in the economy for as long as possible and then

recovering them to be reused and recycled into new materials,” while emphasizing the need for laws to ensure that occurs.

Jennifer Heaton-Jones is a fellow director of the Recycle CT Foundation who chairs the Connecticut Product Stewardship Council

and is executive director of the Housatonic Resources Recovery Authority which oversees the transfer of waste in 14 western

Connecticut towns.

“There wasn’t a lot of buzz around this bill,” Heaton-Jones said. “I think this is going to be the way of the future, to have legislation

support what we actually do because we need to [establish] some of the control.”

There is independent momentum in the industry, both among manufacturers and retailers looking to reshape consumer behavior.

Henkel, which has its North American headquarters in Stamford as one of the 25 largest consumer-package goods companies in the

United States, is among the signatories to a new “U.S. Plastics Pact” led by the Ellen MacArthur Foundation to figure out new ways

to spur a “circular economy for plastics” to reuse containers and their materials.

And a new store format is beginning to proliferate in Connecticut, stocked with bins and dispensers from which customers refill

containers they bring along from home. They include BD Provisions with locations in Fairfield, Newtown and New Milford, and at

the opposite end of the state The Ditty Bag Market & Cafe which surfaced this month in Mystic.

Led by Greenwich resident Jeanine Behr Getz, Bring Your Own Connecticut maintains an online list of ordinances towns across

Connecticut have created to limit plastic waste, at byoct.org.

‘Where are we going to sell this material?’

In this year’s legislative session, Connecticut upped the ante for the granddaddy of all recycling programs — the bottle bill, with

consumers to see their refundable fees double in 2024, to 10 cents for qualifying containers. In the past several years, the state has

created recycling mandates as well for mattresses and paint.

In addition to encouraging recycling, the bottle bill has added one big benefit nationally — creating a stream of recaptured plastic

and glass that is largely free of extraneous material that must be weeded out, a continuing problem for “single-stream” collection.

“Twenty percent of what people are putting into their blue bins is garbage, and that has an economic impact to our municipalities

and everyone’s wallet,” Heaton-Jones said. “Single-stream increased the volume of what people are recycling — or what they think

they are recycling — but ... it increased the amount of contamination we have in our recycling stream.”

The state offers a RecycleCT Wizard online at www.recyclect.com where people can check if an item can be recycled. In 2019,

about 180,000 searches were entered into the RecycleCT Wizard.

Product labels remain the best source to learn what percentage of any product includes recycled materials, if a vendor discloses

any estimate at all. The Federal Trade Commission maintains “Green Guides” as rules of thumb companies should use in disclosing

environmental information in labels and other marketing materials. The FTC intervenes only in instances in which it finds evidence

of deceptive marketing, however.

In addition to Henkel, Stamford is home to another company that has responded to activists over the environmental impact of its

containers for products like Poland Spring and Pure Life — BlueTriton, which sprang free from Nestle Waters in April as an

independent company based in Stamford.

BlueTriton is on a five-year plan to convert to 100-percent recycled plastic by the end of next year. The company did not make any

representative available for comment on its efforts, but an in-house lobbyist weighed in on the Connecticut bill in March.

“Establishing a recycled content standard that is regionally aligned will ... influence end market use so that more food-grade

recycled content is recycled back into food-grade applications,” said Peter DePasquale, vice president of government and

regulatory affairs for BlueTriton. “Too many recovered beverage containers are being down-cycled and used in non-food contact

applications. While giving a plastic beverage container another life in products such as carpets and textiles ensures one more use, it

does not represent circularity and the highest and best use of beverage-grade recycled material.”

As CT workers land jobs, many chasing $1,000 bonus from...
By Alexander Soule
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Heaton-Jones said that glass is perhaps the best example Connecticut has to offer for a true circular recycling economy within the

state’s boundaries, as companies like Urban Mining and Strategic Materials in South Windsor put the material to new uses. She is

eager to see what inducements Connecticut will create for the reuse of other materials.

“We have a collection system that works — there’s no doubt about that,” she said. “If we could have minimum recycled content

[laws] of say 30 percent or more, ... we’re not struggling with where we are going to sell this material — it creates a supply and

demand.”

Includes prior reporting by Ken Dixon and Paul Schott.

Alex.Soule@scni.com; 203-842-2545; @casoulman
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